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C. VON SCHUBERT RIESLING TROCKEN,
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER (QBA) 2012

[89]  Wine Enthusiast
Whiffs of smoke accent musky floral notes on this
deicately fragrant dry wine. Medium-bodied in style, it’s
brisk and brash on the palate with tart white grapefruit
and lemon flavors anchored against a deep, stony mineral-
ity.  August 2014

[88] Wine Spectator
Pleasantly off-dry, with bright citrus, spice and red peach
flavors that feature a juicy texture. Delivers minerally
notes on the finish.  2014

C. VON SCHUBERT, RIESLING TROCKEN
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER ABTSBERG, 
ALTE REBEN 2012

[89]  Wine Spectator
Redolent of plum and white currant jam, with notes of cit-
rus and green apple. Lively and fresh-tasting, offering a
lightly spiced, minerally finish.  2014

[88]  Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar
Papaya, nut oil and sweet herbs on the nore. Densely
packed, crisp and clean on the palate, with salty acidity,
this old-vine Riesling has the weight os an Auslese. Rich
yet fascinatingly dry on the finish, this is one of the nicer
dryish wines from the Mosel.  Jan./Feb. 2014

C. VON SCHUBERT RIESLING SUPERIOR,
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER ABTSBERG 2012

[91+]  Mosel Fine Wines
This offers a very elegant and playful nose of cassis, mint
and spices. This is still quite racy on the palate but the
focus and balance in the finish is simply impeccable. This
is a gorgeous wine in the making.  July 2013

[90]  The Tasting Panel
Steely and dry with tangy citurs and pure, racy style with
edgy fruit and rich minerals; long and juicy.  
December 2013

[89] Wine Spectator
Ripe grapefruit and citrus zest flavors blend easily in this
medium-bodied, dry-style Riesling. Citrus zest and spice
notes emerge on the broad finish.  2014

[89]  Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar
Seductive aromas of guava, white peach and bacon fat
enlivened by acacia blossom. Rich, pure and tantalizingly
off-dry, offering a succulent melon texture with salty min-
erality and spices on the finish.  Jan./Feb. 2014

Highlights from the press – 2012 Vintage



C. VON SCHUBERT RIESLING QBA, 
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER 2012

San Francisco Gate
...Both approachable and intense - chive, sweet lime, aus-
tere honeydew skins and citrus pith, and a hint of nectary
sweetness for perfect balance.  January 2014

C. VON SCHUBERT RIESLING KABINETT,
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER HERRENBERG 2012

[91]  Wine Spectator
Rich, offering a spicy aroma, with a mix of white cherry,
plum and white berry flavors that feature an elegant
ripeness. Hints of smoke show on the open-textured fin-
ish.  February 2014

[91]  Mosel Fine Wines
This is still marked by some notes of fermentation with
ambient yeasts but this should blow away easily with
time. This wine is packed with racy flavors of peach,
grapefruit and mint. These lead to a great yet firmly racy
feel on the palate, and a great juicy yet mineral finish.
July 2013

[90]  The Tasting Panel
Juicy and tangy with dry, racy style; pure and bright with
fresh, focused flavors ana a long, clean finish.  
December 2013

C. VON SCHUBERT RIESLING KABINETT,
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER ABTSBERG 2012

[93]  Mosel Fine Wines
This is a telltale example of racy Grünhaus Riesling
Kabinett. The wine is all about peach, mint, grapefruit as
well as this hint of mango adds a touch of depth to the
minty feel on the palate. The wine is delicate and com-
plex, and the finish is racy and fresh. This is simply 
gorgeous stuff. July 2013

[90]  Wine Spectator
A minerally style, with slate and white pepper notes
wrapped around a focused core of apple and grapefruit
flavors. Black currant accents emerge on the finish.  
Web Only2014

[88]  Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar
Bright aromas of white nectarine, green apple and acacia
blossom. Savory apricot pit and a touch of lemon oil keep
the palate refreshed. This finely, balanced Kabinett has
just enough depth in spite of its lightness. Fun to drink!
Jan./Feb. 2014
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C. VON SCHUBERT RIESLING SPÄTLESE,
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER ABTSBERG 2012

[93]  Wine Enthusiast
Blossomy and fresh with apple and pear aromas, this
sprightly wine seems to flit and quiver on the palate with
its piercing grapefruit acidity. Fresh and fruity with hints
of quince jelly and lemon candy, it finishes long with a
gorgeously honeyed, floral finish.  August 2014

[93]  Mosel Fine Wines
This offers a great fruity nose of peach, grapefruit and
some mango. This wine is impeccably balanced and the
finish is just about sweet-sour tension. This gorgeously
tense wine screams Ruwer and is a delight to drink.  
July 2013

[92]  Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar
White peach, hyacinth and a touch of clove on the nose.
Subtly sweet papaya fruit and a hint of lime on the palate;
shows a creamy quality that’s held in check by restrained
minerality. Seductive and penetratingly spicy on the fin-
ish. One of the finest Spätleses of the vintage.  
Jan./Feb. 2014

[92]  The Tasting Panel
Bright, pure and juicy with tangy citrus and peach; lush
and sweet with graceful acidity and balance.  
December 2013

[91]  Wine Spectator
Zesty and crunchy, with pure green apple, lemon-lime
and tangerine flavors, supported by lively acidity. The
focused finish shows accents of dried dill and basil. A
savory style, delivering plenty of snap on the finish.  
February 2014

C. VON SCHUBERT RIESLING AUSLESE,
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER HERRENBERG #25
2012

[96]  Wine Spectator
Intensely fruity and powerful, with firm acidity behind the
flavors of red peach, jasmine, elderflower and apice, this is
quite elegant, featuring a creamy, enveloping richness and
a long, pure finish that echoes with pleanty of honeyed
notes.  April 2014

[92]  Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar
Pale golden yellow. Pich aromas of ripe peach, acacia
blossom and wild honey. High-toned, sweet papaya fruit
shows a velvety texture and a refreshing lift at the back of
the palate. Shows a delicate hint of creaminess. This seri-
ous Auslese offers plenty of depth and spicy length.
Jan./Feb. 2014

C. VON SCHUBERT RIESLING AUSLESE,
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER HERRENBERG #24
2012

[95]  Wine Spectator
Blood orange, cream and white cherry notes make for an
expressive mix of flavors in this effusively fruity style.
Delivers hints of white chocolate midpalate, with a long,
lush and well-spiced finish. This is focused, revealing an
ironclad structure.  April 2014

[93]  Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar
Pale golden yellow. Sublime aromas of muskmelon, can-
died pineapple and woodsmoke, with hardly a hint of
botrytis. Creamy on the palate, displaying a glossy texture
of peach preserves. Nicely balanced, animated and decid-
edly satisfying, with a spicy aftertaste. A classical Auslese
from a classy cellar.  Jan./Feb. 2014

[93]  Wine Enthusiast
While delicate in the frame and aroma, this is a power-
fully concentrated Riesling that’s chock full of marmalade
and yellow peach flavors. Accents of honey, spice and saf-
fron, along with searingly tart tangerine acidity, awaken
the palate and linger languorously on the finish.  
June 2014
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C. VON SCHUBERT RIESLING AUSLESE,
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER ABTSBERG 2012

[93]  Wine Spectator
This is minerally and polished, with a steely essence to the
wild berry, white peach, melon and gooseberry flavors,
carrying an enticing savioriness. The bright finish echoes
with lemon curd and spice details. April 2014
Feb. 28, 2013

[93]  Anthony Diaz The Tasting Panel
Rich and complex with racy acidity and pure sweetness;
searing fruit flavors and pure sweet peach and tangy style;
layered, intense and lovely.  December 2013

C. VON SCHUBERT RIESLING EISWEIN,
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER 2012

[97]  Wine Spectator
Thick, rich and opulent, presenting a complex blend of
ripe apple, white berry, apricot and dried mango flavors,
supported by a deep well of fresh acidity. The luxurious
finish is creamy and well-spiced, showing concentrated
custard notes.  March 2014

www.vonschubert.com
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